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The activation and scission of the N–O bond in nitric oxide using dinuclear mixed-metal species,
comprising transition elements with d3 and d2 configurations and trisamide ligand systems, have been
investigated by means of density functional calculations. The [Cr(III)–V(III)] system is analyzed in detail
and, for comparative purposes, the [Mo(III)–Nb(III)], [W(III)–Ta(III)], and (mixed-row) [Mo(III)–V(III)]
systems are also considered. The overall reaction and individual intermediate steps are favourable for
all systems, including the case where first row (Cr and V) metals are exclusively involved, a result that
has not been observed for the related dinitrogen and carbon monoxide systems. In contrast to the
cleavage of dinitrogen by three-coordinate Mo amide complexes where the dinuclear intermediate
possesses a linear [Mo–NN–Mo] core, the [M–NO–M¢] core must undergo significant bending in order
to stabilize the dinuclear species sufficiently for the reaction to proceed beyond the formation of the
nitrosyl encounter complex. A comparative bonding analysis of nitric oxide, dinitrogen and carbon
monoxide activation is also presented. The overall results indicate that the p interactions are the
dominant factor in the bonding across the [M–L1L2–M¢] (L1L2 = N–O, N–N, C–O) moiety and,
consequently, the activation of the L1–L2 bond. These trends arise from the fact that the energy gaps
between the p orbitals on the metal and small molecule fragments are much more favourable than for
the corresponding s orbitals. The p energy gaps decrease in the order [NO < N2 < CO] and
consequently, for each individual p orbital interaction, the back donation between the metal and small
molecule increases in the order [CO < N2 < NO]. These results are in accord with previous findings
suggesting that optimization of the p interactions plays a central role in increasing the ability of these
transition metal systems to activate and cleave small molecule bonds.
1 Introduction
Although nitric oxide is among the simplest of molecules, and
its properties and applications have been studied extensively,
research into the fundamental aspects of its chemistry remains
highly significant, for example due to the biological and medic-
inal implications of the key role played by this molecule as
a physiological regulator and metabolic intermediate.1 Natural
biomedical activities include its function in blood pressure control,
neurotransmission, immune response and disease states. The fact
that the principal targets under physiological conditions are metal
sites enhances the significance of investigating the fundamental
chemistry of nitric oxide in relation to its reactions and interactions
with metal centres.2
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energy results for all steps comprising the cleavage reaction profile. See
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Of particular relevance to understanding the varied chemistry
of nitric oxide, including its biochemical and environmental roles,
is the study of the activation and cleavage of theN–Obond in inor-
ganic and organometallic nitrosyl species.3 Experimental examples
of the cleavage of the N–O bond in (inorganic) nitrosyl complexes
are provided by the following deoxygenation reactions,4,5
[(R¢RN)3CrNO] + 2[(THF)V(Mes)3] → [(R¢RN)3CrN]
+ [O(V(Mes)3)2] + 2THF (1)
R = R¢ = i-Pr
R = [C(CD3)2CH3], R¢ = [2,5-C6H3FMe]
R = [C(CD3)2CH3], R¢ = [2,5-C6H3Me2]
Mes = [2,4,6-C6H2Me3]
[(Silox)3WNO] + [V(Silox)3] → [(Silox)3WN] + [OV(Silox)3] (2)
Silox = tBu3SiO
Analogous reactions to that shown in eqn (2) have also been
reported for related Nb(Silox)3 and Ta(Silox)3 complexes (used as
oxygen atom acceptors).5
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A remarkable find, in connection with the activation and
scissionof smallmolecules, is representedby the recent discovery6–8
that three-coordinate metal complexes, such as [Mo(NtBuAr)3],
can cleave the N–N bond in the dinitrogen molecule under mild
conditions, in contrast to the rather severe temperature and
pressure conditions characteristic of the corresponding industrial
method, the Haber-Bosch process.9 Furthermore, these complexes
are extremely versatile; capable of selectively cleaving the N–N
bond in N2O,10 and also binding and activating a variety of other
smallmolecules,11–14 includingCOandCN-. In the latter two cases,
however, cleavage has not been experimentally observed.
The thermodynamic driving force for the cleavage of a multiply-
bonded small molecule, generically described as [L1∫L2], is asso-
ciated with the formation of strong M–L bonds in the products.
Therefore, choosing metals that lead to the greatest stabilization
of the products is a reasonable approach to identifying and
designing systems capable of cleaving small molecules. We have
recently conducted a systematic computational study of trends
in M–L bond strength,15 involving a range of transition metals,
oxidations states, and dn configurations, which has shown that the
strongest M–C, M–N, and M–O bonds are obtained, respectively,
for d4, d3, and d2 metal-based electronic configurations, and
that M–L bond strength is greater for the heavier members within
a group, and the earlier members within a period. Additional
investigations have shown that M–S bond strengths are also
optimized when the metal atoms possess a d2 configuration,
analogously to the case of M–O bond strengths.16
An example of the application of these principles and findings
is represented by our recent computational investigations that
have shown that a mixed-metal [d4d2] dinuclear system involving
Re(III) and Ta(III) complexes bound to the C and O or S atoms,
respectively, appears to be an excellent candidate for cleaving the
C–O bond in carbon monoxide,17 and the C–S bonds in both
carbon sulfide and disulfide.16 Moreover, for the related case of
the activation and cleavage of the C–N bond in the cyanide ion,
although scission has not been predicted, the most favourable
conditions have been observed when a mixed-metal [d4d3] system,
involving Re(III)–C and N–W(III) binding, is utilized.18
Cundari and co-workers have conducted a detailed computa-
tional study of the deoxygenation reactions of the W nitrosyl
species in eqn (2) for the cases where complexes of all three
members of group 5 (V,Nb, Ta) are used as oxygen atomacceptors,
butN–Obond cleavage by a system containing exclusively first row
transition metal centres was not considered.5
The strength of the N–O bond (~607 kJ mol-1) in nitric oxide is
significantly smaller than that of the N–N bond (~942 kJ mol-1) in
dinitrogen and the C–O bond (~1072 kJ mol-1) in carbon monox-
ide. Therefore, nitric oxide cleavage using dinuclear trisamide-type
complexes could be achieved, in principle, by systems involving
first row (3d) transition elements, without having to resort to
employing 4d or 5dmetals, as is the case for dinitrogen and carbon
monoxide. In this work, we explore this possibility by investi-
gating nitric oxide activation and cleavage by a [Cr(III)–V(III)]
system and, for comparative purposes, we also consider
[Mo(III)–Nb(III)], [W(III)–Ta(III)], and (mixed-row) [Mo(III)–V(III)]
systems. All of these combinations possess the [d3d2] metal-
based electronic configuration predicted to be most favourable
for the stabilization of M–N and M–O bonds.15 In addition, we
present a comparative bonding analysis, performed using energy
decomposition methods, of carbon monoxide, dinitrogen, and
nitric oxide activation in order to probe the relative importance of
various bonding mechanisms, including metal back donation.
2 Computational details
All density-functional calculations were carried out using the
Amsterdam density functional (ADF 2007) package.19–21 A gen-
eralized gradient approximation (GGA) functional consisting of
the exchange and correlation expressions proposed by Becke22 and
Perdew,23 respectively, was utilized. Basis sets of the all-electron
type and triple-zeta quality, involving one polarization function
(TZP), were employed.19–21 Relativistic effects were included by
means of the zero order regular approximation (ZORA).24–26
Calculations were performed in a spin-unrestricted manner,
and default convergence parameters (10-3 Hartrees for energy
and 10-2 Hartrees/Angstrom for gradient) were used for self-
consistent-field (SCF) procedures and geometry optimizations,
with the integration accuracy parameter (accint) set to 4.0.
Frequency calculations were carried out using analytical second
derivatives,27–29 with an integration accuracy of 6.0 and a gradient
tolerance parameter of 10-4 Hartrees/Angstrom for the geometry
optimization step preceding the analytical approach. Plots of
the molecular orbitals were generated with the MOLEKEL
program30,31 using data in MOLDEN format32,33 derived from the
ADF TAPE21 files.
The general methodology (including density functionals and
basis sets) chosen for this study is analogous to that employed
in our previous investigations of small molecule activation and
cleavage by transition metal complexes, where it has been shown
to provide a satisfactory description and treatment of a range
of systems and problems.15,17,18,34–38 A recent study by Swart
and co-workers has also shown that the methodology inherent
to the Amsterdam density functional package provides reliable
and consistent results for both spin-state energy and geometry
calculations.39
3 Results and discussion
Calculations exploring the activation and cleavage of the N–O
bond in nitric oxide have been carried out using an approach
equivalent to that employed in our previous computational studies
involving dinitrogen,34 carbon monoxide17 and cyanide.18 In this
approach, a model system, in which [NH2] ligands replace the
bulky [N(R)Ar] groups of the experimental systems, is utilized
and the overall reaction process is represented as:
[(NH2)3M] + [NO] → [(NH2)3M–NO] (3)
[(NH2)3M–NO] + [M¢(NH2)3] → [(NH2)3M–NO–M¢(NH2)3] (4)
[(NH2)3M–NO–M¢(NH2)3] → [(NH2)3M–N] + [O-M¢(NH2)3] (5)
The structures of the reactants and products have been previ-
ously reported,15 and in the present work these results have been
used as initial structures for subsequent geometry optimizations.
The structures of the encounter complexes and dinuclear species
have been explored in detail through the testing of several possible
and plausible geometric configurations, which are given as ESI.†
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009 Dalton Trans., 2009, 956–964 | 957
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3.1 N–O bond cleavage: Cr–V system
The results for the [Cr(III)–V(III)] system are summarized in
Fig. 1–3. The reaction profile in Fig. 1 shows relative energy
values (with zero point corrections excluded) for the species on
the lowest energy path (represented using dash lines) and also
includes, for some steps, structures or spin states that lie to higher
energy. The overall process is predicted to be highly exothermic,
with the products stabilized by ~525 kJ mol-1 (including zero
point corrections) relative to the reactants, and both intermediate
steps are also energetically favourable. Nitric oxide cleavage
in the [Cr(III)–NO–V(III)] system is, thus, ~190 kJ mol-1 and
~58 kJ mol-1 more exothermic, respectively, than the previously
reported dinitrogen [Mo(III)–NN–Mo(III)] and carbon monoxide
[Re(III)–CO–Ta(III)] cleavage reactions.17,34
Fig. 1 Energy profile for the overall reaction process involving
[Cr(NH2)3], [NO] and [V(NH2)3]. All bonding energy (a) and free energy
(b) values are given relative to the reactants.
The [Cr(NH2)3] complex in the quartet spin state binds nitric
oxide more favourably (by ~128 kJ mol-1) than the [V(NH2)3]
complex in the triplet spin state and, therefore, the energetically
preferred path to the formation of the intermediate dinuclear
species is the binding of [V(NH2)3] to singlet [(NH2)3Cr–NO].
The predicted lowest-energy minimum configuration of the din-
uclear [(NH2)3Cr–NO–V(NH2)3] species has C1 symmetry and a
triplet spin state. In contrast, no minimum structure has been
computationally observed for the corresponding singlet state as
the singlet surface leads to spontaneous cleavage of the N–O
bond. For comparison, the relative energy values of the singlet and
triplet states of the dinuclear species, obtained underC3v symmetry
constraints, are also given in Fig. 1. In C1 symmetry, the triplet
state is stabilized by ~95 kJ mol-1 with respect to the encounter
complex, but the introduction of the C3v constraints leads to
significant destabilization and, in this case, the dinuclear species is
either similar in energy (triplet state) to, or considerably less stable
(singlet state) than, the encounter complex. Furthermore, the C3v
structures are not true minima.
The dissociation of the N–O bond in the dinuclear species,
leading to the formation of the nitride, [(NH2)3CrN], and oxide,
[(NH2)3VO], products has been explored by means of potential
energy scans, and the results forC3v andC1 symmetry are presented
in Fig. 2. The potential energy curves are qualitatively similar in
that, at distances close to the equilibrium N–O bond length, the
triplet state is favoured, but a crossover from the triplet to singlet
surface is required to yield the nitride and oxide products in their
preferred singlet states. However, the minimum in the triplet curve
and the crossover point occur at somewhat shorter N–O distances
Fig. 2 Comparison of potential energy curves obtained using
(a) C3v and (b) C1 symmetry, for the N–O bond dissociation of
[(NH2)3Cr–NO–V(NH2)3].
958 | Dalton Trans., 2009, 956–964 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009
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in C3v relative to C1 symmetry, and the crossover barrier is rather
larger in the former (~37 kJ mol-1) than the latter (~22 kJ mol-1).
Also, whilst in C3v symmetry, both the singlet and triplet curves
exhibit a (small) barrier to cleavage, this phenomenon is only
observed in C1 symmetry for the triplet surface, since no barrier is
predicted on the singlet surface.
Relative free energy values (obtained at 298.15 K and 1.00 atm)
for the species along the lowest energy path are also shown in
Fig. 1. Although consideration of entropic effects reduces, to
some extent, the stability (relative to reactants) of the encounter
complex, dinuclear species, and products, a comparison of the two
graphs in Fig. 1 indicates that enthalpic effects are the dominant
factor, and the qualitative features of the overall reaction profile
are similar.
Optimized structures, in the most favoured geometric config-
uration and spin state, for all species in the reaction profile of
Fig. 1, are given in Fig. 3. It is interesting to note that some
activation of the N–O bond is observed in the encounter complex,
where the N–O distance is 122.2 pm compared to 116.6 pm for
the unbound nitric oxide molecule. Also, the dinuclear species
has a more activated N–O bond in the C1 (~134 pm) than C3v
(~123 pm) form, with a significant distortion from linearity of the
Fig. 3 Optimized (ground-state) structures of reactants, encounter com-
plex, intermediate dinuclear species, and products in the overall reaction
process involving [Cr(NH2)3], [NO] and [V(NH2)3].
[Cr–NO–V]moiety, as reflectedby theCr–N–OandN–O–Vangles
of ~143◦ and ~124◦, respectively.
3.2 N–O bond cleavage: Mo–Nb, W–Ta and Mo–V systems
Energy profiles for the overall reaction process are shown in Fig. 4
for the [Mo(III)–Nb(III)] and [W(III)–Ta(III)] systems, and in Fig. 5
for the (mixed-row) [Mo(III)–V(III)] system.The general qualitative
features are similar to those observed in the reaction profile for
the [Cr(III)–V(III)] system.
Fig. 4 Energy profile for the overall reaction process involving
(a) [Mo(NH2)3], [NO] and [Nb(NH2)3]. (b) [W(NH2)3], [NO] and
[Ta(NH2)3]. All energy values are given relative to the reactants.
In all cases, the overall process is highly exothermic, with the
predicted stabilization of products with respect to reactants being
~771 kJ mol-1, ~906 kJ mol-1, and ~684 kJ mol-1 for the Mo–Nb,
W–Ta and Mo–V systems, respectively. The general trend in
reaction energetics, across the four systems studied in this work,
thus correlates with the previously calculated trends in the
strengths of M–N and M–O bonds, as both results indicate
increasing stability as a transition metal group is descended.
The intermediate steps along the lowest-energy path, which
involve a dinuclear species in a spin triplet state and a
low-symmetry (Cs or C1) geometric configuration, are also
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009 Dalton Trans., 2009, 956–964 | 959
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Fig. 5 Energy profile for the overall reaction process involving
[Mo(NH2)3], [NO] and [V(NH2)3]. All energy values are given relative
to the reactants.
energetically favourable. IfC3v symmetry constraints are enforced,
however, the dinuclear structures are destabilized and, in the spin
triplet state, exhibit approximately the same relative energy as the
encounter complex. This result applies only to the Mo–Nb and
Mo–V systems, since in the W–Ta case, it has not been possible
to obtain a stable dinuclear species due to the fact that, in both
the singlet and triplet states, the [W–NO–Ta] structures undergo
spontaneous dissociation into the metal–nitride and metal–oxide
products.
In all cases involving 4d and 5d metals, the geometry optimiza-
tions of the dinuclear species were considerably more difficult to
converge than for the Cr–V system, and for most of the low-
symmetry configurations tested, strong distortions are observed,
which render the calculated structures unrepresentative as amodel
for the real systems due to the presence of incorrect connectivity
patterns between the fragments. The predicted lowest-energy (low-
symmetry) structures, among those possessing the correct overall
connectivity, are shown in Fig. 6.
As found for the Cr–V system, the [M–NO–M¢] moiety exhibits
significant deviations from linearity and theN–Odistances suggest
considerably more activation than in the C3v counterparts, for
which the N–O bond lengths are ~124 pm and ~123 pm in the
[Mo–NO–Nb] and [Mo–NO–V] structures, respectively. A com-
parison of the N–O distances across the four systems investigated,
in both the low-symmetry and C3v cases, reveals that a similar
degree of N–O activation, 123–124 pm (C3v) and 134–136 pm
(Cs or C1), occurs when 3d and 4d metals are involved, but
significantly greater activation, 145 pm (Cs), is observed for 5d
metals. The fact that a similar level ofN–Oactivation is observed in
the C3v dinuclear intermediates and associated nitrosyl encounter
complexes implies that the binding of the second [M¢(NH2)3]
fragment to the latter is relatively weak when the [M–NO–M¢]
core is forced to be linear.
The calculation of potential energy scans for N–O dissociation
was also considerably more difficult for the Mo–Nb, W–Ta, and
Mo–V systems than in the Cr–V case. However, on a qualitative
basis, the dissociation behaviour appears to be similar for all four
dinuclear species.Although the singlet curve is themore favourable
path to the nitride and oxide products, the triplet state of the
dinuclear intermediate is more stable at distances close to the
Fig. 6 Optimized (ground-state) structures of the intermediate dinuclear
species for (a) Mo–NO–Nb, (b) W–NO–Ta and (c) Mo–NO–V systems.
equilibrium N–O bond length, and therefore a crossover from the
triplet to singlet surface is predicted at an N–O distance between
140–150 pm.
It is relevant to note that experimental studies of N2O cleavage
by three-coordinate Mo(III) complexes10 have shown that the
exclusive products are metal nitride and nitrosyl species, with
no observation of N–O bond scission for the latter. The present
calculations for the Cr–V, Mo–Nb, and Mo–V systems suggest
that, if bending of the [M–N–O–M¢] core and formation of
low-symmetry structures are viable, the dinuclear species should
be thermodynamically stable relative to the encounter complex.
However, ifC3v symmetry constraints are enforced, computational
results incorporating enthalpic and entropic factors indicate that
the dinuclear species are destabilized by ~50–60 kJ mol-1 with
respect to the encounter complex. A similar result has been
obtained for the analogous [Mo(III)–Mo(III)] system restricted
to C3v symmetry, with the dinuclear intermediate destabilized
by ~60 kJ mol-1 relative to the encounter complex. Therefore,
a possible explanation for the failure to observe cleavage of the
N–O bond in the Mo nitrosyl product of the experimental system
may lie in the possibility that the actual experimental structures,
which contain bulky amide ligands, exhibit geometric constraints
similar to those of the (C3v) model systems, rendering the
reaction process unfavourable beyond the encounter complex step.
960 | Dalton Trans., 2009, 956–964 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009
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Interestingly, deoxygenation is observed, most likely via a dinu-
clear [L3Cr–NO–VL¢3] intermediate, for the reaction in (eqn (1)).
Presumably, the reduced steric bulk associated with the [V(Mes)3]
centre may allow sufficient bending of the [Cr–NO–V] core
so that N–O cleavage is possible. The theoretical study of the
deoxygenation of [(Silox)3WNO] by [M(Silox)3] (M = V, Nb, Ta)
species described in eqn (2), also highlighted the necessity for
bending of the [W–NO–M] core in order for oxygen atom transfer
to occur.5 The bent structure allows [s/p] mixing to take place,
thereby lowering the singlet–triplet barrier and facilitating the
intersystem crossing required to form the singlet nitride and oxide
products.
3.3 Comparative bonding analysis
In a previous publication,18 we reported a bonding analysis of
small molecule activation in dinuclear 5d metal complexes. This
analysis was carried out by means of an energy decomposition
approach, and in thepresentworkwehaveused a similar procedure
to conduct a comparative study of bonding interactions in the
activation of nitric oxide by 3d (Cr–V) and 4d (Mo–Nb) metal
systems, and dinitrogen and carbon monoxide by, respectively, 4d
(Mo–Mo) and 5d (Re–Ta) metal systems.
The energy decomposition analysis40,41 is performed by combin-
ing a fragment approach to the molecular structure of a chemical
system with the decomposition of the total bonding energy (EB)
as
EB = EE + EP + EO (6)
where EE, EP and EO, are the electrostatic interaction, Pauli
repulsion, and orbital interaction terms, respectively. A detailed
description of the physical significance of these properties has been
given by Bickelhaupt and Baerends.42
The bonding energy (EB) can be considered a measure of
the “instantaneous” interactions between the fragments in the
molecule, but does not represent the bond dissociation energy
(ED), which is defined as:
ED = EB + EF (7)
and contains, in addition to the bonding energy, a contribution
(EF) arising from the fragment preparation process. This process
can be described as the energy associated with the transformation
of the fragments from their equilibrium geometric and electronic
states into their “intrinsic” geometric and electronic states in the
molecule.
The electrostatic (EE) term is calculated from the superposition
of the unperturbed fragment densities at the molecular geometry,
and corresponds to the classical electrostatic effects associated
with Coulombic attraction and repulsion. The electrostatic contri-
bution is generally dominated by the nucleus–electron attractions
and therefore has a stabilizing influence. The Pauli (EP) term arises
from the requirement that electronic anti-symmetry conditions be
satisfied and is associated with repulsive four-electron two-orbital
interactions. This contribution, therefore, has a destabilizing
effect. The orbital interaction (EO) term represents a stabilizing
factor originating from the relaxation of the molecular system
due to the mixing of occupied and unoccupied orbitals, and can
involve electron-pair bonding, charge-transfer or donor–acceptor
interactions, and polarization.
Table 1 Energy gaps, DE(s) and DE(p), between the relevant s-like and
p-like fragment orbitals in [(NH2)3M–L1L2–M¢(NH2)3] systems. TheDE(s)
value corresponds to the energy difference between the unoccupied ds(M)
orbitals and the occupied s(L1L2) orbitals, whilst the DE(p) value is the
energy difference between occupied dp(M) orbitals and the unoccupied or
partially occupied p*(L1L2) orbitals. Results correspond to calculations on
[(NH2)3M–L1L2] and [L1L2–M¢(NH2)3] species, with the M–L1 and L2–M¢
distances fixed at 300 pm and the remaining structural parameters taken
from the optimized C3v geometry
DE(s)/eV DE(p)/eV
[(NH2)3M–L1L2–M–(NH2)3] M M¢ M M¢
[(NH2)3Cr–NO–V(NH2)3] 6.91 7.48 0.59 0.19
[(NH2)3Mo–NO–Nb(NH2)3] 6.77 7.17 0.76 0.54
[(NH2)3Mo–NN–Mo(NH2)3] 6.27 6.27 2.17 2.17
[(NH2)3Re–CO–Ta(NH2)3] 4.66 5.06 2.52 1.04
The “fragmentation” scheme used for the study of the bonding
interactions can be represented as:
[(NH2)3M–L1L2–M¢(NH2)3] ↔ [(NH2)3M] + [L1L2]
+ [M¢(NH2)3] (8)
where the small molecule [L1L2] fragment corresponds to N–O,
N–N or C–O. In order to separate the s and p components of the
orbital interaction term, the calculations employ C3v symmetry.
For the four systems investigated, the dinuclear species is most
stable in the triplet spin state.
It should be noted that the orbital occupation schemes chosen
for the fragments attempt to reproduce, as adequately as possible,
the bonding interactions in the dinuclear species. Since the elec-
tronic structure of the fragments may not necessarily correspond
to the most stable electronic configuration these fragments would
possess as isolated species, the trends in the energy terms and not
their absolute values are of significance in the present study.
Fig. 7 contains spatial plots of the molecular orbitals that are
associated with the primary s (a1) and p (e) interactions in the
dinuclear species whilst Table 1 details the corresponding energy
gaps, labelled DE(s) and DE(p), respectively, between s-like and
p-like orbitals on the metal and small molecule fragments. As a
consequence of the much smaller energy gaps between the metal
dp orbitals and the small molecule p*(L1L2) orbitals compared
to the corresponding separation between the metal ds and small
molecule s(L1L2) orbitals, the orbital plots reveal significantly
greatermetal character andmixing associatedwith thep compared
to s interactions, for all four systems.
The results of the energy decomposition analysis, based on the
fragmentation scheme in eqn (8), are summarized in Tables 2 and
3. Also included in Table 2 is a structural parameter, labelled Dd,
representing the difference in the small molecule bond distance
in the dinuclear species relative to the unbound case, which can
be used as a measure of the degree of small molecule activation.
Selected bond distances and atomic charges, based on a Mulliken
population analysis, are given in Table 4.
The Pauli and electrostatic terms are “pre-relaxation” effects
in the sense that these terms are calculated before electronic
relaxation of the overall system can take place through application
of a self-consistent-field approach. Therefore, the magnitude of
both components can be correlated with the extent of electronic
overlap between the separated un-relaxed fragments. The trends
observed in Table 2 are consistent with the increasing size of the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009 Dalton Trans., 2009, 956–964 | 961
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Table 2 Energy decomposition analysis of [(NH2)3M–L1L2–M¢(NH2)3] systems (EB = total bonding energy, EP = Pauli repulsion, EE = electrostaticin-
teraction, EO = orbital interaction). The Dd parameter measures the difference in the small molecule bond distance, in the dinuclear species relative to
the unbound case. Results correspond to C3v symmetry
[(NH2)3M–L1L2–M¢(NH2)3] Dd/pm EB/eV EP/eV EE/eV EO (total)/eV EO (a1)/eV EO(e)/eV
[(NH2)3Cr–NO–V(NH2)3] 5.9 -6.18 9.59 -3.74 -12.02 -2.33 -9.69
[(NH2)3Mo–NO–Nb(NH2)3] 7.5 -7.37 10.58 -4.14 -13.81 -2.63 -11.18
[(NH2)3Mo–NN–Mo(NH2)3] 9.6 -6.72 12.70 -6.47 -12.94 -3.37 -9.57
[(NH2)3Re–CO–Ta(NH2)3] 8.7 -7.09 13.79 -9.31 -11.58 -4.00 -7.58
Fig. 7 Spatial plots (inC3v symmetry) for the principal orbital interactions between themetal and small molecule fragments in [(NH2)3Cr–NO–V(NH2)3],
[(NH2)3Mo–NO–Nb(NH2)3], [(NH2)3Mo–NN–Mo(NH2)3] and [(NH2)3Re–CO–Ta(NH2)3]. The numerical values given in parentheses represent the
relative percentage contributions to the orbital composition from the corresponding individual atoms.
Table 3 Relative change (DEO) in the orbital interaction energy on
removal of the unoccupied metal-based s and small molecule p* orbitals,
respectively, in [(NH2)3M–L1L2–M¢(NH2)3] systems. Results correspond
to Cs symmetry
[(NH2)3M–L1L2–M¢(NH2)3] DEO(s)/eV DEO(p)/eV
[(NH2)3Cr–NO–V(NH2)3] 1.73 5.48
[(NH2)3Mo–NO–Nb(NH2)3] 1.89 6.05
[(NH2)3Mo–NN–Mo(NH2)3] 2.59 3.82
[(NH2)3Re–CO–Ta(NH2)3] 3.03 3.42
d orbitals as the transition metal groups are descended, allowing
for greater orbital and density overlap between fragments, which
is reflected in the greater values for the corresponding bonding
energy components. In the case of the two 4d systems, the
somewhat larger EP and EE values found for [(NH2)3Mo–NN–
Mo(NH2)3] comparedwith [(NH2)3Mo–NO–Nb(NH2)3] appear to
be associated with weaker Nb–O rather than Mo–N interactions.
The orbital interaction term can be partitioned into contribu-
tions from each of the a1, a2, and e irreducible representations
of the C3v point group applicable to the dinuclear species. The
a1 and e contributions arise from the s and p interactions,
respectively. The a2 contribution is omitted from Table 2 as there
are no orbital interactions of this symmetry, and consequently its
value is negligible. Since the s and p interactions span different
irreducible representations, it is possible to examine their effects
independently. All four systems show a larger p thans component,
a result that is consistent with the greater degree of fragment
orbital mixing observed in Fig. 7 for the p compared to s
interactions. The charge analysis in Table 4 also reflects the
predominance of p over s interactions, since the values on the
small molecule are more negative, whilst those on the metal atoms
are more positive, than the corresponding values for the separated
fragments. This is in accord with the p back donation from the
metal to small molecule fragments being more significant than the
s forward donation from the small molecule to metal fragments.
Table 4 Selected structural parameters and population analysis results for [(NH2)3M–L1L2–M¢(NH2)3] systems. Results correspond to C3v symmetry
Distance/pm Mu¨lliken charge
[(NH2)3M–L1L2–M¢(NH2)3] M–L1 L1–L2 L2–M¢ M L1 L1 M¢
[(NH2)3Cr–NO–V(NH2)3] 165.6 122.5 188.3 1.17 -0.09 -0.40 1.49
[(NH2)3Mo–NO–Nb(NH2)3] 178.9 124.1 198.7 1.65 -0.23 -0.48 1.80
[(NH2)3Mo–NN–Mo(NH2)3] 184.6 120.1 184.9 1.71 -0.40 -0.40 1.71
[(NH2)3Re–CO–Ta(NH2)3] 180.1 122.7 198.5 1.36 -0.01 -0.53 1.70
962 | Dalton Trans., 2009, 956–964 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009
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For all four systems, the principal contribution to the a1
component of the orbital interaction energy can be described as
a donor–acceptor interaction between occupied s orbitals on the
small molecule fragment and unoccupiedmetal-based dz2 orbitals.
The results in Table 2 show a correlation with the trends in
ds(M)–s(L1L2) gaps, denoted DE(s) in Table 1, and the increasing
size of the d orbitals as the transition metal groups are descended.
Larger EO(a1) values are predicted for the systems with smaller
gaps and more dilated metal-based orbitals.
The e component of the orbital interaction energy is primarily
associated with the interaction between the occupied metal-based
dxz, dyz (dp) orbitals and unoccupied or partially occupied p* levels
on the small molecule fragment. However, the overall bonding
mechanism is different in the nitric oxide case from that in
dinitrogen and carbon monoxide. In the latter, the p interaction is
of the donor–acceptor type, whereas the presence of an electron
in the p* levels of nitric oxide implies that, for [(NH2)3Cr–NO–
V(NH2)3] and [(NH2)3Mo–NO–Nb(NH2)3], both donor–acceptor
and electron pairing effects are involved.
The EO(e) values in Table 2 correspond to the overall p inter-
actions and, analogous to the EO(a1) component, a correlation
with the trends in dp(M)–p*(L1L2) gaps, denoted DE(p) in Table 1,
is also observed. The smallest gaps and largest EO(e) values are
found for the N–O systems, whilst [(NH2)3Re–CO–Ta(NH2)3] has
the largest gaps and smallest EO(e) values. It should be noted that
in this case, only the [Re–CO] gaps are considered, as the orbital
analysis (Fig. 7) indicates that the Ta contribution to the dp(M)–
p*(L1L2) interaction is much smaller. Although [(NH2)3Cr–NO–
V(NH2)3] has the smallest gaps of all four systems, the more
contracted 3d metal orbitals are most likely responsible for its
smaller EO(e) value relative to [(NH2)3Mo–NO–Nb(NH2)3].
In the fragment analysis of [(NH2)3M–L1L2–M¢(NH2)3] systems,
the EO(a1) and EO(e) contributions involve s and p forward and
back bonding interactions, respectively, and for the N–O systems
there is also a combination of donor–acceptor and electron
pairing effects in the p bonding mechanism. Thus, in order to
distinguish between these interactions, it is necessary to perform
additional energy decomposition analyses, where the unoccupied
metal-based s orbitals or the unoccupied p* orbitals of the small
molecule are removed. The difference in the orbital interaction
energy between these andprevious analyses can be used tomeasure
the s forward and p back bonding interactions.
The change in the a1 orbital interaction energy, denoted DEO(s)
in Table 3, provides a measure of the small molecule to metal,
s(L1L2)–ds(M), forward bonding interaction. Similar trends are
observed across all four systems, in that the DEO(s) values
comprise 72–77% of the value of the EO(a1) term, indicating
that the forward bonding process is the principal contribution
to the overall s interaction. In the case of the p interaction, the
fact that nitric oxide has partially occupied p* levels requires
that calculations be undertaken using Cs symmetry, in order to
separate the two degenerate p orbitals in C3v symmetry into a¢
and a¢¢ representations. Whilst the a¢ component has both s
and p contributions, the a¢¢ component contains contributions of
exclusively p character. Consequently, removal of the unoccupied
a¢¢ orbital on the small molecule fragments allows for a relative
measure of the metal to small molecule, dp(M)–p*(L1L2), back
donation, corresponding to the change in the orbital interaction
energy denoted DEO(p) in Table 3. The DEO(p) values in Table 3
are rather larger for the N–O compared to N–N and C–O systems
and, as mentioned in the discussion of the EO(e) trends, this result
can be rationalized on the basis of the smaller dp(M)–p*(L1L2)
orbital gaps for [(NH2)3Cr–NO–V(NH2)3] and [(NH2)3Mo–NO–
Nb(NH2)3], which lead to stronger overlap between the relevant
fragment orbitals.
It should be noted that since dinitrogen and carbon monoxide
possess twounoccupiedp*orbitals, theDEO(p) values obtainedus-
ing Cs symmetry for [(NH2)3Mo–NN–M(NH2)3] and [(NH2)3Re–
CO–Ta(NH2)3] must be doubled in order to be used as a measure
of the full back donation effects associated with complete removal
of the unoccupied small molecule p* orbitals. The resulting values
are then consistent with those obtained for equivalent [W–W] and
[Re–Ta] systems from previous calculations using C3v symmetry.18
For [(NH2)3Mo–NN–M(NH2)3] and [(NH2)3Re–CO–Ta(NH2)3],
these values represent approximately 80 and 90%, respectively, of
the EO(e) term, implying that the p back bonding interaction is
the dominant contribution to the overall p interaction in these two
systems.
For the nitric oxide case, the overall p interaction is a combi-
nation of donor–acceptor and electron-pairing contributions. The
DEO(p) values in Table 3 are obtained from calculations where the
a¢¢ (p*) orbitals are unoccupied and can thus be associated with
a measure for the back bonding contribution, which possesses
donor–acceptor character. These values represent approximately
54–57% of the total EO(e) term, suggesting that the donor–
acceptor and electron pairing mechanisms are of relatively similar
importance to the overall p interaction in the two N–O systems.
4 Conclusion
The activation and scission of the N–O bond in nitric oxide using
dinuclearmixed-metal species, containing transition elementswith
d3 and d2 configurations and trisamide ligand systems, have been
investigated by means of density functional calculations. The
general results from the present study confirm the findings from
our previous work, based on the analysis of bond energy trends,
that a [d3d2] metal combination is well suited for the cleavage of
the N–O bond.
As previously observed for the related cases of dinitrogen and
carbon monoxide, the most favourable results have been obtained
with 5d systems, but cleavage is predicted for metal combinations
from all transition (3d, 4d, 5d) series, including the [Cr(III)–V(III)]
system, where 3d metals are exclusively involved. In contrast, the
considerable stronger N–N and C–O bonds render the cleavage
of dinitrogen and carbon monoxide not possible by first row
transition metal systems. These computational investigations thus
provide an additional example (to those experimentally reported)
of the viability of using first row transition metals in processes
involving N–O bond cleavage, and in this instance, with a class of
metal complexes characterized by their versatility and applicability
across a range of small molecule systems.
In contrast to the cleavage of dinitrogen by three-coordinate
Mo complexes, where the dinuclear intermediate possesses an
approximately linear [Mo–NN–Mo] core, the [M–NO–M¢] core
must undergo significant bending in order to stabilize the dinuclear
species relative to the nitrosyl encounter complex. The experi-
mental observation that the reaction of nitric oxide with three-
coordinate Mo[N(R)Ar]3 (R = t-Bu) systems does not proceed
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009 Dalton Trans., 2009, 956–964 | 963
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beyond formation of the encounter complex ([Ar(R)N]3Mo–NO)
canmost likely be attributed to the steric effects of the bulky amide
ligands that may prevent the [Mo–NO–Mo] core from bending
enough to stabilize the dinuclear intermediate.
The comparative bonding analysis of nitric oxide, dinitrogen,
and carbon monoxide activation has shown that the p interac-
tions between the metal and small molecule fragments play an
appreciably greater role than the corresponding s interactions in
the bonding across the [M–L1L2–M¢] moiety and, consequently,
the activation of the L1–L2 bond. The energy gaps between the
relevant p-like orbitals on the metal and small molecule fragments
are significantly smaller than for their s-like counterparts, a fact
that is reflected in greater mixing of the fragment orbitals and
larger orbital interaction energy for p compared to s bonding. For
the three small molecules considered, the p energy gap decreases in
the order [NO<N2 < CO] and, consequently, for each individual
p orbital interaction, the back donation between the metal and
small molecule increases in the order [CO < N2 < NO]. This
dominant role of p bonding is consistent with previous findings
that suggest that optimization of the p interactions (for example,
ligand rotation that enhances the metal to small molecule back
donation) is central to achieving increased activation.
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